Credit Suisse MyIBAN. Get personal.

Do you want an IBAN that suits your individual requirements? As a private or corporate client with Credit Suisse MyIBAN, you can choose a personalized IBAN for your account.

In national and international payment transactions, the IBAN is one of the most important requirements for quick and cost-effective transfers. Now you can add a personal touch to your payments: With MyIBAN, Credit Suisse is the first financial institute worldwide to give you the opportunity to choose your own personalized IBAN. Depending on the degree of personalization required, you can choose between the MyIBAN Select basic product and the MyIBAN Custom special product.

Your needs
- You want to record and communicate payment transaction data as simply as possible.
- You want your first name, last name, or company name to be visible in the IBAN.
- You want a greater level of variety from your banking transactions.
- You value the exclusivity and individuality of a personal IBAN.

Our solution
- Create a special IBAN by personalizing the last 12 digits
- Can be used in national and international payment transactions

Your benefits
- A simple and memorable IBAN for you or your company
- A customized IBAN account number based on your wishes and needs (MyIBAN Custom)
- Easily recognizable in the national and international environment

Requirements
- Account with Credit Suisse
- Access to Online Banking from Credit Suisse (MyIBAN Select)

Ordering
MyIBAN Select: Simply select from various suggestions in Online Banking

MyIBAN Custom: Contact your client advisor for even more personalized requirements
## Credit Suisse MyIBAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MyIBAN Select</th>
<th>MyIBAN Custom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product description</strong></td>
<td>Cost-effective basic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customization</strong></td>
<td>We offer some attractive suggestions for your MyIBAN using your name and a max. four-digit number combination of your choice. From this selection, you choose the MyIBAN that is best for you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possible values</strong></td>
<td>Letters/numbers (at least one letter)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Examples** | CH00 04835 PETERMUELLER  
CH00 04835 1MALERMUSTER | CH12 04835 CREDITSUISSE  
CH56 04835 GOTTARDO2016 |
| **Usage and external appearance** | When the contract is concluded, you can decide whether your new MyIBAN is to be used solely for incoming payments or whether it should be used for all transactions. |
| | If it is to be used for all transactions, MyIBAN will appear in Online Banking, on official bank documents (e.g. account statements), payment slips, and on the Maestro card (as part of the normal card reissuing process). |
| | Your previous IBAN remains valid. |
| **Opening** | In Online Banking/Direct Net | By your client advisor |
| **Cost** | One MyIBAN included for each account with Basic Banking, Bonivi, Viva, Business Easy, CS Banking |
| | Without banking package  
Private clients:  
CHF 24 per year per MyIBAN  
Corporate clients:  
CHF 80 per year per MyIBAN |
| | CHF 600 per year per MyIBAN |
| | The fees for MyIBAN are debited on an annual basis. A full year’s fee is charged if MyIBAN is cancelled within the first year. This rule does not apply in subsequent years. |

---

**Contact us**

Your advisor will be pleased to answer any questions you may have during a personal consultation.

Give us a call at:
0848 880 844* (private clients)  
0800 88 88 74* (corporate clients)

For more information, visit our website at:
credit-suisse.com/myiban

* Phone calls may be recorded. Please note that, by scanning a QR code, you potentially enable third parties to draw conclusions regarding the existence of a banking relationship.

---
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The information provided herein constitutes marketing material. It is not investment advice or otherwise based on a consideration of the personal circumstances of the addressee nor is it the result of objective or independent research. The information provided herein is not legally binding and it does not constitute an offer or invitation to enter into any type of financial transaction. The information provided herein was produced by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates (hereafter “CS”) with the greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief. The information and views expressed herein are those of CS at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. They are derived from sources believed to be reliable. CS provides no guarantee with regard to the content and completeness of the information and where legally possible does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of the information. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are unaudited. The information provided herein is for the exclusive use of the recipient. Neither this information nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to any U. S. person (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). It may not be reproduced, neither in part nor in full, without the written permission of CS. Your Personal Data will be processed in accordance with the Credit Suisse privacy statement accessible at your domicile through the official Credit Suisse website https://www.credit-suisse.com. In order to provide you with marketing materials concerning our products and services, Credit Suisse Group AG and its subsidiaries may process your basic Personal Data (i.e. contact details such as name, email address) until you notify us that you no longer wish to receive them. You can opt-out from receiving these materials at any time by informing your Relationship Manager.
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